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Abstract: To study different applications of mining for the fast prototyping networks and improvement of search engine ranking, network information retrieval and fast prototyping network environment enhancement. The advantage of the implicit feedback left in the trail of users while navigating through fast prototyping networks. The value of queries to extract interesting rules, patterns and information about the documents they reach. The models, created in this Paper work, show that the “wisdom of the crowds” conveyed in queries has many applications that overall provide a better understanding of user’s needs in the fast prototyping network. The general interaction of applications with fast prototyping networks and searching engines in a straightforward way. We focus our efforts on analyzing and extracting valuable knowledge from the behavior of users on the fast prototyping networks. Much of this information is provided implicitly by users and recorded in usage logs, which include search engine query logs and/or network access logs. In particular, we center our research on queries that users submit to fast prototyping search engines, which we believe convey in straightforward way “wisdom of the crowds”. The intuition is that queries and their clicked results implicitly convey the opinion of users about specific network documents. As discuss throughout this paper, queries are crucial to understanding how users interact with Web sites and search engines. Implicit user feedback provides a unique insight into users’ actual needs on the Web.
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1. Introduction

The fast prototyping network is unlike any other repository of information that we have ever studied before; it is an immensely rich repository which grows at an astoundingly fast pace. These unique characteristics carry many new challenges for Fast prototyping network researchers, which include among other things, high data dimensionality and highly volatile and constantly evolving content. Due to this, it has become increasingly necessary to create new and improved approaches to traditional data mining techniques can be applied to the Fast prototyping network.

In this regard, recognizing and separating automatically interesting and valuable information, has become a very relevant problem when processing such huge quantities of data. The key issues in this matter are: how do we know which information is interesting or useful? and how can we find this information automatically?. In this Paper we focus our efforts on analyzing and extracting valuable knowledge from the behavior of users on the Fast prototyping network.

The work on queries that users submit to fast prototyping network search engines, which we believe convey in straightforward way “wisdom of the crowds”. The intuition is that queries and their clicked results implicitly convey the opinion of users about specific Fast prototyping network documents.

2. Background

Fast prototyping network mining, specifically on the topics of Fast prototyping network usage mining and query mining. To do this, first we will discuss some preliminary data mining techniques, such as clustering and frequent itemset mining, as well as some relevant concepts, such as the vector space model.

Clustering
Cluster analysis is a technique used to group data into sets of elements that are meaningful and/or useful. There are several types of clustering techniques available. In this work we use bisecting k-means. This is a straightforward extension of the k-means algorithm. This extension consists of a k-way clustering solution generated by a sequence of k−1 repeated bisections. There are several global clustering criterion functions that can be used to select which cluster to bisect next, in the clustering process. In this work we use I1, I2, H1 and H2, as defined in [8]. The formulas for these functions are:

\[
I_1 = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{1}{n_i} \left( \sum_{v \in S_i} \sin(v, u) \right)
\]

\[
I_2 = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{1}{n_i} \sqrt{\sum_{v \in S_i} \sin(v, u)}
\]

\[
H_1 = T_1 \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{1}{n_i} \sqrt{\sum_{v \in S_i, u \in S_i} \sin(v, u)}
\]

\[
H_2 = T_2 \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{1}{n_i} \sqrt{\sum_{v \in S_i, u \in S_i} \sin(v, u)}
\]

Frequent Itemset Mining
An itemset is a collection of zero or more items that occur together within a same transaction. More formally, let I = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_d\} be the set of all possible items in a data collection, and let T = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_N\} be the set of all transactions. Each transaction tJ contains a subset of items, or itemset, from I.
Fast prototyping network Usage Mining for Fast prototyping network Terminal Improvement

Fast prototyping network usage mining has generated a great amount of commercial interest [4]. There is an extensive list of work that incorporates Fast prototyping network usage mining for several purposes. One of its applications is in the improvement of Fast prototyping network terminals, which has been mostly focused on the support of “adaptive Fast prototyping network terminals” and “automatic personalization” [5]. The main purpose of these types of applications is to find interesting rules and patterns in the usage data of Fast prototyping network terminals by using data mining techniques such as: analysis of frequent navigational patterns, document clustering, and association rules, based on the pages terminal by users [2].

Query-Sets: Using Implicit Feedback and Query Patterns to Organize Fast prototyping network Documents

As the amount of contents in the Fast prototyping network grow, it becomes increasingly difficult to manage and classify its information. Optimal organization of Fast prototyping network documents is important for Fast prototyping network terminals as well as for heterogeneous sets of documents.

Document Clustering and Labeling

There are two main data sources for obtaining clicked queries for documents, and depending on the source we might have partial queries or complete queries:

Partial queries: when organizing general Fast prototyping network documents or search results. Query clicks to documents discovered from this log are only the ones that were submitted to the particular search engine that generated the log. Therefore, the more widely used the search engine is, the better it will represent the real usage of documents.

Complete queries: In Fast prototyping network terminals access logs. This situation is most likely when organizing documents belonging to a particular Fast prototyping network terminal. Standard combined access logs allow (very easily) discovering all of the queries from Fast prototyping network search engines that directed traffic to the terminal (i.e., queries from which documents in the terminal were clicked). This log may also contain information about queries to the internal search engine of the Fast prototyping network terminal (if one is available).

Discovering Similar Fast prototyping network Terminals Using Search Engine Queries

Fast prototyping network IR from the traditional retrieval of Fast prototyping network documents that satisfy a certain query, towards the retrieval of complete Fast prototyping network terminals.

“Fast prototyping network terminal” and then go ahead to model Fast prototyping network terminals as vectors, by extending the traditional vector space model for documents. Our framework is generic and allows different Fast prototyping network terminal models, but our focus is on modeling a terminal as a vector over a query-based feature space. These methods to build and reduce the size of query-based feature spaces.

Clustering Fast prototyping network Terminals

Fast prototyping network terminals, we apply existing clustering techniques, using the vector representation generated by each model to generate different solutions, for the global clustering functions I1, I2, H1 and H2

External Cluster Quality Measures

We present the results obtained for the different clustering solutions regarding an external cluster quality indicator, in this case DMOZ categories. In this study, we consider the DMOZ categories to be the real categories of the Fast prototyping network terminals. Therefore, we measure the quality of the clustering solutions against this “gold standard”.

The quality of each clustering solution is measured using the solution’s entropy and purity.

Table 1: Purity values for I1, I2, H1 and H2

![Figure 2: Hierarchy level of directory](image-url)
A Fast prototyping network Terminal Mining Model
Centered on User Queries

Fast prototyping network terminal search, and not with the intention of discovering new data to increase the quality of the Fast prototyping network terminal. Our generates a visualization of the terminal’s content distribution in relation to the link organization between documents, as well as the IP OR IDENTITYs selected due to queries. Fast prototyping network terminals designed that register traffic from internal and/or external search engines, even if this is not the main mechanism of navigation in the terminal. The output of the model consists of several reports from which improvements can be made to the Fast prototyping network terminal.

In our model the structure of the Fast prototyping network terminal is obtained from the links between documents and the content is the text extracted from each document.

External queries: These are queries submitted on Fast prototyping network search engines, from which users selected and viterminald documents in a particular Fast

**Table 2:** Entropy Values of I1, I2, H1 and H2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Clusters</th>
<th>I1</th>
<th>I2</th>
<th>H1</th>
<th>H2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FULLPATTERNS</td>
<td>0.703</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULLQUERIESPLUS</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUERYTERMS</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3:** Purity and Entropy values for the reduced set of web sites using I2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Clusters</th>
<th>Entropy(I1)</th>
<th>Purety(I1)</th>
<th>Entropy(I2)</th>
<th>Purety(I2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FULLPATTERNS</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULLQUERIESPLUS</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUERYTERMS</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3:** Purity Vs the Number of Clusters for I2

**Figure 4:** Entropy Vs Number of Clusters for I2

**Figure 5:** Purity Vs the Number of Clusters for I2

**Figure 6:** Entropy Vs Number of Clusters for I2
prototyping network terminal. They can be discovered from the log’s referer field.

Internal queries: These are queries submitted to a Fast prototyping network terminal’s internal search box. Additionally, external queries that are specified by users for a particular terminal will be considered as internal queries for that terminal.

3. Query Classification

We classify queries in relation to: if the user chooses to visit the generated results and if the query had results in the Fast prototyping network terminal. Our classification can be divided into two main groups: successful queries and unsuccessful queries. Successful queries can be found both in internal and external queries, but unsuccessful queries can only be found for internal queries since all external queries in the Fast prototyping network terminal’s usage logs were successful for that terminal.

![Figure 7: Successful Queries (Right), Unsuccessful queries (Left)](image)

**Successful Queries:**

There are two types of successful queries, call as A and B. Class A queries: Queries for which the session terminated one or more results in AD, where AD contains documents found in the DWS set. In other words, the documents in AD have also been reached, in at least one other session, browsing without using a search engine. Class B queries: Queries for which the session terminated one or more results in BD, where BD contains documents that are only classified as DQ and not in DWS. In other words, documents in BD have only been reached using a search in all of the analyzed session.

**Unsuccessful Queries:**

There are four types of unsuccessful queries, which we will call C, C’, D and E.

Class C queries represent concepts that should be developed in depth in the contents of the Fast prototyping network terminal with the meaning that users intended, focused on the keywords of the query.

Class C’ queries represent words that should be used in the text that describes links and documents that share the same meaning as these queries.

Class D queries represent concepts that should be included in documents in the Fast prototyping network terminal, because they represent new topics that are of interest to users of the Fast prototyping network terminal.

Class E queries: Queries that are not interesting for the Fast prototyping network terminal, as there are no results, but it’s not a class C’ or class D query, and should be omitted in the classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Concept exists</th>
<th>Results displayed</th>
<th>Visited documents</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Additional components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>DQ</td>
<td>DWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>DQ</td>
<td>DWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Anchor text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Anchor text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Anchor text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4:** Classes of queries and their contribution to the improvement of a web site

4. Conclusion

In this paper we present the query-set model reduces by over 90% the number of features needed to represent a set of documents and improves by more than 90% the quality. Also, the query-set model shows a higher level of inter-judge agreement which corresponds with the fact. Fast prototyping network terminal models was measured applying clustering to the Fast prototyping network terminal vectors, with the objective of discovering groups of similar terminals. Our experimental evaluation shows that the query-based approaches use significantly less features than the full text approach obtaining better results and also the Fast prototyping network terminal mining model that is focused on query classification. The aim of this model is to find better IS, contents and link structure for a Fast prototyping network terminal. Our tool discovers, in a very simple and straightforward way. Our model can be applied to almost any type of Fast prototyping network terminal, without significant previous requirements, and it can still generate suggestions if there is no internal search engine in the Fast prototyping network terminal.
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